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This week concludes a four-part series on why we
partner with the wealth management companies
we do. The first three looked at our relationships
with EdgePoint, Guardian Capital and Mackenzie
Investments. Today’s looks at Dimensional, a
trillion dollar colossus which constructs their
portfolios along the drivers -or dimensions of
returns. Small and Mid cap companies dominate,
as do Value stocks and companies with higher
profitability. These measurable attributes have
been empirically shown to contribute to a better
investment outcome. Dimensional funds will hold
companies that shares these characteristics,
positioning client portfolios for solid long term
results.
 

Dimensional refers to this as the science of investing, and we are adherents of this perspective. As such
Dimensional funds are part of every client portfolio, contributing to long term results through a process that
harnesses the power of capital markets.

More, Dimensional is exceptionally good at data and their mastery of it is evidenced over and over
through analysis that covers nearly a century of equity and bond markets. Today’s short video <here>
asks the question (as we often are): does the market care who is in office? Partisan opinion aside, the
answer is no. Whichever Party controls the levers of power at any given time, pales in comparison to
macro-economic factors including inflation, interest rates, market sentiment and a myriad of others such
as regional wars, energy prices and supply chain disruptions.

We share Dimensional’s view that governing Parties are part of the calculus of the equation that are
capital markets, not the equation itself. More, we share their view that markets are the quantification of
human progress and that share ownership in quality companies is an effective and profitable way of
participating in our species’ unique ability to realize our dreams through individual and collective efforts.
Ad Astra.

https://www.dimensional.com/ca-en/insights/do-markets-care-who-runs-congress
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Thanks for reading!

Martin
1-519-546-5088

Source: Mackenzie Investments
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Mutual Funds and some Segregated Funds provided by the Fund Companies are offered by Martin
Weiler, a registered representative, through Worldsource Financial Management Inc., sponsoring mutual
fund dealer. Other Products and Services are offered through First Capital Financial Corporation.This
email and any attachments are intended only for the recipient(s) named in this email and may contain
personal and/or confidential information. If you have received this email in error, please email the sender
immediately, and delete the original email. Dissemination, distribution, or copying of all or any part of this
message by anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is not authorized.The information provided in this
email and/or attachment/s is solely for general and educational purposes and is based on the
perspectives and opinions of the owners and writers. It is provided with the understanding that it may not
be relied upon as, nor considered to be, the rendering of tax, legal, accounting, or professional advice.
Please consult an appropriate professional regarding your particular circumstances. References to third
party goods or services should not be regarded as an endorsement of those goods or services. All
information provided is believed to be accurate and reliable, however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual
fund investments. Please read the prospectus and/or the fund facts before investing. Mutual funds are not
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
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